
Cautions

Also use adequate ventilation when working with glue or paint.

Kit contains small and/or sharp parts
      NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 14

Always wear your safety glasses when you are working with CA glues and 
when cutting, shaping, or snipping parts and when painting.

Thank you for purchasing this kit. We hope you enjoy building and displaying Elk River 
Miner’s Supply as much as we have enjoyed producing it. If you have any questions or 

comments, please email us at: frenchmanriver@gmail.com or send a letter to the address 
below.

Made in the USA
Frenchman River Model Works

PO Box 86
Langdon, ND 58249

(701) 256-2129
www.frenchmanriver.com

© 2007 Thomas A Yorke         © 2022 James and Anna Cleveland

Frenchman River Model Works reserves the right to change or alter this kit without prior 
notice. This kit, its contents, and its packaging are all ©opyright protected.
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All these items are available separately at:

We offer many detail parts to complete your scene such as crates, barrels, 55 

gallon steel drums, pallets, trash cans, electric meter assembly and many people 

to populate your scene. 

The Elk River Miner's Supply Store is one of the vital stops in town before heading 

out to survey the claim. The Supply Store carries everything a miner could need 

while panning for gold or kicking back after following a promising vein in their newly 

dug mine. Everything from picks, pans, shovels, dynamite, and vittles is readily 

available at Elk River Miner's Supply.

Elk River
Miner’s Supply
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http://www.frenchmanriver.com


Kit Contents

Kit Notes
This kit was originally designed by Thomas Yorke and is now being 

produced by Frenchman River Model Works. We have tried to keep it as 
true to his original design and construction as possible. Any notes or 

changes are marked with an asterisk. 

Resin Parts
1     Front Wall
1     False Front
1     Cornice
2     Side Walls
1     Rear Wall
2     Addition End Walls
1     Addition Side Wall
1     Boardwalk
1     Door
4     Corbels
1     Antlers
2     Dynamite Crates
2     Wooden Barrels*
1     Leaning Sacks*
1     Stacked Sacks*

*detail parts by Frenchman River
Model Works

Miscellaneous
Parts

5     Sub Roof Card Pieces
1     Laser Cut Windows
1     Bass Wood Steps and
       Cornice Strips Set
2     1/8” Tube
2     Standing Seam Meal
       Roofing
1     Corrugated Metal Roofing
3     Aluminum Flashing
1     Sign Set
1     Decal  Set
Dowels
1/8 x 1/8” Lumber

Frenchman River Model Works Elk River Miner’s Supply

cut a “belly” at the top edge so it seats correctly at the sagging 

ridge. Let dry. Do the other roof section in the same way except save 

the ridge trimming until all is good and dry. It’s easier this way! Cut a 

piece of card to fit over the addition as shown. (*We’ve supplied pre-

cut card sub roof pieces as well as the ridge piece.) Use the aluminum 

tape at the front wall to cover the little roof over the storefront. 

Cut into small squares and apply. Overlap each piece and run each up 

the front wall about 1/8” to weather-seal the joint. This can be 

painted in a gray and then rusted a little.  (*Use corrugated metal 

roofing supplied in the kit to cover the front water shed as well as 

the addition roofing. The standing seam roofing material is intended 

for the main building roofing.) Add patches here and there. Cut little 

squares of aluminum tape to be used as smoke jack flashing and stick 

these down. Drill for the smoke jacks and glue in place. 

8. The Finishing Touches. Bond the entrance walkway into position 

as shown. It will not be perfectly level. It is best to mount this 

structure on a base of some sort. The base should be contoured as 

shown if you can. This adds interest to the model. Cut the dowels into 

pilings and glue in place on the underside of the building. These need 

not be even or particularly straight. Stain these pieces. Now place 

the building over the base and mark where the pilings rest. Drill or 

punch holes to accept the pilings. Keep test fitting until everything 

fits properly. Glue in place. Add the rear steps. 

Touch up painting and add 

some weathering. Apply the 

decal to the wall, as you 

like. (*Add supplied signage 

and elk antlers) Detail the 

base with whatever scenery 

cover you like and add some 

mining supplies on the front 

walkway.

Designed and mastered by 

Thomas A Yorke

Produced by Frenchman 

River Model Works 
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(*Clean up any “flash” on the resin castings with an X-Acto being 

careful not to cut off any details. Wash all resin parts in warm 

soapy water, rinse and dry) 

Please read through the instructions and study the drawings before 

starting any assembly. Keep in mind that this structure has a decided 

lean to it and is not going to be perfectly square. This is the way it is 

supposed to be. It represents an old building and shows signs of its 

aging. CA cement is recommended for assembly of resin parts and 

white glue for wood to wood.

*These are instructions given by Thomas Yorke to achieve results 

similar to his, see pictures on our website listing.

1. The Walls. Now that all of the wall castings are clean, you can 

start assembly. We assembled our building before painting; however, 

you may wish to paint the individual walls first. Whichever you prefer. 

We will discuss here how we did it. We 

did start by giving all parts a coat of 

light gray auto primer. Let this dry 

thoroughly. Then start with the front 

wall. Check the fit of the four corbels. 

Trim part “A” a tiny bit if necessary 

for proper fit. Use CA glue and bond 

part “A” to the top of the lower wall 

casting. Be sure to work on a clean, 

flat surface. Center the corbel slots 

over the columns. Now bond the top 

wall section in place. Make sure you 

don’t do it upside down! Then you can 

bond the upper cornice in place as 

shown. (*Use the 2 pieces of laser cut 

bass wood to complete the cornice 

assembly as shown in the drawings.) 

This kit is also a versatile starting point for many applications. Chock full of 

character it can easily be nicely painted for a thriving storefront or left to 

rot in an abandoned state. Change signs and decals to suit your project. 

Elk River Miner’s Supply
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7. The Roof. Now let’s close up the building. Use the cardstock 

supplied. Measure and glue two 1/8” square wood strips to support the 

roof against the front wall. Use a piece of card and cut it to fit 

between the front wall and the back wall at the ridge line. 1” in depth 

is fine. Now take your X-Acto and cut a “belly” in the top. This will let 

the roof sag but give it some support at the ridge. About an 1/8” sag 

is all you need. Cut this freehand. Glue this piece in place at the ridge 

between the front and rear walls. Trim to fit over the wood braces at 

the front wall. Let set. Now make a roof panel. Measure twice and cut 

once. Make it oversize and trim as you need so it fits. You will need to 

5. The Front Wall. You can leave this as is or you can paint it a 

color. A typical thing to do in years back was to only paint the street-

side of a building. This puts the best face forward. It also doesn’t 

waste paint that nobody would see on other parts of the structure. 

We used a stiff 1/8” wide bristle brush for this. The paint (full 

strength) was applied in a stippling manner. Small areas were left 

unpainted so the dark brown would show through to resemble chipped 

paint. This takes a little practice but is really very easy to do. 

Remember that area protected by overhangs and the like will have 

much less chipping present. Pick out some details of the front wall 

such as corbels, door and even the columns if you like and paint them 

with a contrasting color. Have fun and be creative. 

6. The Windows. The only window we glazed was the large front wall. 

Use your favorite material for this. We use clear styrene. We 

covered the entire back of the walls lower section. Glaze right over 

the doorway. Now you can add the door and it will have a place to 

“stop”. The other windows may be glazed if you prefer but sometimes

the little windows no longer have glass in them. Your choice here. 

(*We have included laser cut glazing material for all of the windows.)

and there to “spice-up” the effect. I cannot stress more the use of 

reference materials for your finishing. Paint the “metal” patches and 

corrugated metal pieces a Dark Brown and let set. Then use a rust 

color to finish these off in an uneven pattern. The rust should be a 

stain. Keep applying until you like the effect. Uneven is the key. Now 

for the front wall.

Frenchman River Model Works Elk River Miner’s Supply



2. The Assembly. On a flat surface bond one sidewall in place. Use 

the end wall as a spacer and mark the inside of the side walls on the 

rear of the front for a guide. Bond the other wall in place. Bond the 

rear wall in place last. Let set.

Trim the piece of styrene included to fit over the overhang created 

by part “A” as shown. This makes a little water shed. (*we have 

included a piece of card for this purpose.) If you are going to use a 

different color for the corbels, it might be best to leave them off 

until everything is painted. Leave the door off for now.

3. The Shed. This addition has three sides. Study the top view to 

see how they are assembled. This is important. Assemble one side and 

then the next as shown using CA. The wall assembly will be a little out 

of level. This is OK. You can now locate this addition anywhere along 

the left side as you see fit. 

We mounted ours a bit lower than the main structure to add interest. 

All does not need to be level. Remember that this is an old building. A 

scrap of wood can be used at the joint of the addition wall where it 

meets the main structure as a “seal” if you like. Assemble the rear 

stairway. Three hands helps here! Set aside for painting. We added a 

floor to our structure for strength even though it will not show. We 

used 1/16” sheet basswood cut to fit flush with the bottoms of the 

walls. This part is not included but is recommended. File the front 

edge of the walkway as shown in the drawings. This makes the front 

board the same thickness for its entire length.

4. The Painting. This is 

the part that makes this 

structure stand out. We 

use Apple Barrel or similar 

craft acrylics for the 

finish. Your walls should 

all be primed as in step 1. 

We used Burnt Umber and 

a drop of Black mixed with 

just enough water to make 

the paint flow well, but 

still cover the surface. 

Frenchman River Model Works Elk River Miner’s Supply

Use a large Sable brush for this basic work. You will need to cover 

the entire building as such. Don’t forget the walkway! Make sure you 

paint this piece along with the rest. When dry, go over some boards 

at random with this mix. Always in the direction of the wood grain. 

This will darken some boards. Do this again over some of the same 

boards. Now you will have a surface that looks like different boards 

were used. When dry, we used Doctor Ben’s World Famous Instant 

Age over everything. Do not mix the bottle or it will be way too 

strong. You can also mix up a small batch of Black thinned with enough 

water to make a stain. Brush either of these mixes on with that large 

brush. You wouldn’t paint your house with a 2” brush would you? You 

need something that will hold a lot of paint or stain. Make sure you 

get in every crack and crevice with this Black. You have just 

completed the undercoat. Now it is time to decide if you want a sun-

bleached or a darker structure. For the former, you will need to dry-

brush, in the direction of the wood-grain, Light Gray. This needs to 

be full strength right from the bottle. Use a flat Sable about 3/16” 

wide and dip the brush into the pigment, then wipe most color off 

before applying to the structure in feather-light strokes. Do this 

overall. Vary the density of each stroke so the boards look like 

individual members. The color can be varied slightly by adding a drop 

of Black or Dark Brown. Some boards can even be dry-brushed with 

Antique White for a very 

light effect. Use some 

reference materials 

gathered from books or 

the net under ghost 

towns. These will help you 

immensely. For a darker 

finish, use the same 

technique but use slightly 

lighter browns and even 

tans for the effect you 

desire. A little Antique 

White can be used here  
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